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In the Energy Internet of Things (EIoT), the sensors in the wireless sensor network (WSN)
at the data center (DC) are prone to attacks, and easy to suffer from problems in
information security management (ISM), such as poor real-time performance and high
complexity. This paper clarifies the structure of the DC WSN for the EIoT, models the
WSN under the LEACH, and predicts the possible types of attacks. On this basis, a realtime and dynamic ISM plan was developed for the WSN. In this plan, the structure and
operations of LEACH are optimized, and amount of data transmission was reduced
through information fusion. Simulation experiment shows that the proposed plan
safeguards the communication between adjacent nodes and between upper and lower
layers, ensures the durability of network security through real-time update of keys, and
promotes the efficiency of data transmission through information fusion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

key management method for broadcasting and multicasting
under group identity mechanism, but the method consumes
much energy due to the large number of message exchanges.
Considering the limited storage of the DC WSN [24-25], the
ISM models and algorithms must be capable of enhancing
network security, reducing energy consumption, and
improving dynamic performance.
This paper clarifies the structure of the DC WSN for the
EIoT, models the WSN under the LEACH, and predicts the
possible types of attacks. Then, the authors designed a realtime and dynamic ISM plan that optimizes the LEACH. The
amount of data transmission was reduced through information
fusion on the transmitted data. Simulation experiment shows
that the proposed plan safeguards the communication between
adjacent nodes and between upper and lower layers, and
promotes the durability of network security and the efficiency
of data transmission.

The development of the Internet of Energy (IoE) has
promoted the energy revolution in China. Under the Energy
Internet of Things (EIoT), mass information is processed and
computed by the powerful information devices in web-scale
data centers (DCs) [1-5]. By 2015, the number of DCs in China
has already surpassed 400,000. Data backup and disaster
recovery are essential functions in DCs. These functions
protect enterprise data from information loss or failure that
arises from natural disasters, physical operating environment,
etc. [6-9].
In a modern DC, numerous wireless sensors are deployed to
form a network, which adopts various sensing techniques for
environmental detection and equipment control [10]. However,
the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT) has pushed up
the security risk and energy cost of the wireless sensor network
(WSN) [11-16]. The DC industry faces an urgent need to
design an efficient strategy for information security
management (ISM), and to reduce the energy consumption of
the network.
In the EIoT, the sensors in the DC WSN are prone to attacks,
and easy to suffer from ISM problems like poor real-time
performance and high complexity. These problems generally
come from the excessively large data flow [17-20]. In recent
years, many ISM plans have been designed based on key
management. To reduce computing and communication loads,
Liu et al. [21] developed a layered key distribution method,
but failed to analyze the security of the method. Based on low
energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH), Ai et al. [22]
proposed an elliptic curve cryptographic key management
method, which ensures the security of multi-hop WSN in
advanced measurement systems. Ai et al. [22] created a
layered secure routing algorithm for attacks that target service
terminals or inject fake packets. Yang et al. [23] introduced a

2. STRUCTURE OF THE DC WSN
Green computing, energy saving, and environmental
protection are the only way for enterprises to realize
sustainable development. During DC construction, it is a must
to fully consider the energy consumption, and develop data
backup facilities and disaster recovery systems that flexibly
integrate centralized and decentralized modes.
As shown in Figure 1, the sensing objects, located at the
bottom layer of the WSN, mainly include public
electromechanical equipment, power and environmental
equipment, switching signals of voltage and current
transformers, temperature and humidity, water leakage and
electric leakage, as well as intrusion.
The data of the above objects are collected by various
sensors; processed and controlled by acquisition systems like
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building automatic control, power transformation and
distribution, and power environment; integrated by common
interfaces and protocols; displayed by the centralized
monitoring system; and interacted with the operating system.
In this way, the collected data serve the management of the
entire DC.
The DC WSN can be viewed as a multilayer network with
a large coverage. Each relatively independent area in the
network collects and transmits data through its own sink node.
The collected data are aggregated at multiple levels, before
being reported to the integrated monitoring system, where the

data are sorted and processed intelligently to support decisionmaking.
It is even more complex to access the DC WSN, in addition
to the high degree of data integration. To safeguard intelligent
terminals, users, information systems and data, it is imperative
to build an intelligent network trust system that can be
identified, trusted, and guaranteed, and explore deep into the
research and application of secure access, transmission, and
application. The ultimate goal is to realize trusted interactions
and timely, secure connections between information systems,
intelligent terminals and users.

Figure 1. Structure of DC WSN
3. WSN MODEL AND ATTACK PREDICTION

In the sensing area A, the set of all sensors and the set of
paths between the sensors can be denoted as S={s1, …, s|S|} and
Path＝{p1, …, p|P|}, respectively, where |S| and |P| are the
number of sensors and paths. Each sensor in the WSN can be
denoted as si, and the path between si and sj as pij. If pij is one
hop in length, then si and sj can be referred to as neighbors.
Let cluster head sCHi be a random sensor with relatively high
energy in the WSN, that is, a physical host in the business,
management or storage network in sensing area A. The sCHi
mainly collects and fuses the data from the ordinary sensors in
its cluster, and transmits the fused data to the base station (BS).
In the WSN, each sensor is assigned a unique identification
(ID) IDx. Once the WSN structure is established, every
ordinary sensor can receive/send data from/to its neighbors in
the same cluster.
In the DC, the network key management aims to enhance
the security and reliability of the IoT as well as the operation
and maintenance network of information technology (IT).
Therefore, it is of great importance to analyze the functions
and model the possible attacks of the key management system.
The attack model varies with the application environments.
The attacks against the DC WSN generally proceed in three
steps:

This paper models the DC WSN based on LEACH, which
has a discrete, uniform storage structure, and constantly
adjusts its structure to optimize the next access. The BD WSN
model is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2. LEACH-based structure of BD WSN
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PK sij − sCHi = Csij  C E1 CE 2 

(1) Decrypting the key system of the captured sensor;
(2) Deploying spy nodes to destroy or tamper with the data
packets being transmitted in the network;
(3) Capturing and decrypting some data packets.
Once turned malicious, a sensor may act individually or
collectively. The attack behaviors can be divided into direct
malicious behaviors (dropping data packets, changing data
content, and changing data packets), indirect malicious
behaviors (reducing the credit of normal sensors and
increasing the credit of malicious sensors), and disguised
behaviors (replacing the ID of an existing sensor and trying to
rejoin the WSN as a new sensor).

 CEm  CsCHi

There are m intermediate sensors between sij and sCHi: {E1,
E2, …, Em}. Because the BS transmits keys via an intendent
intermediate sensor, cluster head sCHi will receive the MACprotected join message from an ordinary sensor sij, decrypt the
message, and send the join-reply message to that sensor. Then,
the ordinary sensor will verify the legitimacy of the cluster
head.
If no message is replied or the join-reply is wrong, ordinary
sensor Si will treat the cluster head as illegitimate, and will
send an encrypted alert message to its neighbors for further
verification. If the join-reply is correct, ordinary sensor Si will
work normally. The workflow of this stage is shown in Figure
4.

4. REAL-TIME DYNAMIC ISM PLAN
According to the proposed plan, the real-time dynamic key
management includes four stags.
4.1 Neighbor verification
Once the WSN is deployed, the BS generates and assigns an
initial key CI to each sensor. Every sensor si produces its own
basic master key Csi＝fCI(IDsi), using a one-way hash function
f, and then broadcasts a message (IDsi, Nsi) containing a
random number N.
Upon receiving the message, neighbor sj immediately
replies si with a message (IDsj, MAC(fCI(IDsj), IDsj|Nsi)), where
MAC is the message authentication code, and produces is
master key Csj＝fCI(IDsj).
At this time, it is possible to obtain the pairwise master keys
(PMKs) for effective communication between users, including
the PMK for sj to si Csij＝fCsj(IDsi) and that for si to sj Csij＝
fCsi(IDsj). The workflow of this stage is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Workflow of LEACH generation
4.3 ISM
Firstly, each ordinary sensor sij sends a message containing
{IDsij, PKsij-sCHi, MPKsij-sCHi} to each cluster head sCHi, serving
as the initial information for the latter to construct the key
system. Here, PKsij-sCHi and MPKsij-sCHi are the initial key and
the new key to be exchanged. The initial value of MPKsij-sCHi
is PKsij-sCHi.
Upon receiving the message, sCHi immediately decrypts the
message, and organize the IDs and keys of all ordinary sensors
in its cluster into a balanced LEACH, according to the initial
algorithm of LEACH generation.
Once the LEACH is generated, the cluster head sCHi will
send the join-reply message {IDsij, KPKsij-sCHi} to the ordinary
sensors sij in its cluster, where KPKsij-sCHi is a new key
integrated from the old key PKsij-sCHi and the position
information LIDsij. The cluster head will learn from KPKsij-sCHi
and LIDsij the keys of all ordinary sensors sij in its cluster, and
assign them the corresponding position information.
In the next cycle of information exchange, each cluster head,
upon receiving the message from ordinary sensor sij, will
exchange positions and compute new position information, as
per the operation rules of LEACH. The workflow of the ISM
between cluster head and ordinary sensors is shown in Figure
5.
Similarly, a LEACH can be established between the cluster
heads and the BS: Firstly, the message of each cluster head is
embedded with {IDsCHi, PKBS-sCHi, MPKBS-sCHi}, where MPKBSsCHi is the temporary intermediate key. Once receiving the
message, the BS will organize the IDs and keys of all cluster
heads into a LEACH.

Figure 3. Workflow of neighbor verification
4.2 LEACH generation
The clusters of the initial LEACH are established
simultaneously. Firstly, the cluster head sCHi of cluster i
broadcasts an encrypted message, which contains its ID IDsCHi
and master key CsCHi, to the ordinary sensors Si={Sij|Si1,
Si2, …Si|Si|} in its cluster.
Once Si receives the message, each sensor sij computes its
key with function f, decides which cluster to join, and adds the
IDs of all its neighbors to the list of neighbors.
For the sensors that cannot exchange data under the
protection of PMKs, their communication security needs to be
maintained by creating the path key PK between each sensor
sij and each cluster head:
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According to the extremum principle of the multivariate
function, the derivative of ej2 relative to αi can be found, and
the LS estimation vector of α can be simplified as:

ˆ = ( X T X )−1 X T Y
To calculate α, the given position information (IDsij, PKsij(IDsCHi, PKBS-sCHi) or replied position information (IDsij,
PKsij-sCHi), (IDsCHi, KPKBS-sCHi) can be substituted as variables
into the following formula:
sCHi),

f ( ID, PK ) = ˆ + ˆ 1 y + ˆ 2 y 2 + ˆ 3 x + ˆ 4 xy

Figure 5. Workflow of the ISM between cluster head and
ordinary sensors

+ˆ 5 xy 2 + ˆ6 x 2 + ˆ 7 x 2 y + ˆ8 x 2 y 2

By the above formula, it is possible to estimate the position
of each sensor. Firstly, each ordinary sensor generates a series
of regression parameters, and sends them to its cluster head as
coefficients. Then, the cluster head will update the estimated
positions based on the received coefficients. After that, new
regression parameters will be computed based on the
estimated positions and observed positions, and transmitted to
the BS. Through information fusion, the cluster heads within
the LEACH can obtain the coordinate boundaries of the
sensing area.
If the BS needs to know the data at a given position, it will
send a query message to each cluster head. Upon receiving the
message, each cluster head from the BS to the given position
will report the observed data to each other, and then execute
the information fusion process. Throughout information
fusion, the attributes of the information sensed in area A
directly affect the accuracy of the fused value. The upper and
lower bounds of the area can be defined as the minimum and
maximum coordinates of all sensors within it.

Figure 6. Workflow of the ISM between BS and cluster
heads
Once the LEACH is generated, the BS will send a response
{IDsCHi, KPKBS-sCHi} to the cluster heads sCHi, where KPKBSsCHi is a new key integrated from the old key PKBS-sCHi and the
position information LIDsCHi. The BS will learn from KPKBSsCHi and LIDsCHi the keys of all cluster heads sCHi, and assign
them the corresponding position information.
In the next cycle of information exchange, the BS, upon
receiving the message from cluster head sCHi, will exchange
positions and compute new position information, as per the
operation rules of LEACH. The workflow of the ISM between
BS and cluster heads is shown in Figure 6.

5. SECURITY PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Compared with other ISM solutions, the proposed network
has the following advantages:
(1) Early after network deployment, neighbor verification is
performed to safeguard the communication between neighbors.
(2) During LEACH generation, cluster heads and ordinary
sensors verify each other, ensuring the communication safety
between upper and lower layers.
(3) During LEACH generation and ISM, the keys of cluster
heads and BS can be updated in real time, enhancing the
durability of network security.
(4) The information fusion effectively reduces the volume
of data transmission and improves the transmission efficiency
in the DC.
The proposed plan was simulated on Visual C++ and
MATLAB, using the zero collision MAC protocol. A total of
250 sensors were deployed on the 800×800 sensing area. The
temperature attribute was selected to evaluate the effectiveness
of our plan. The temperature range of 30-35°C was regarded
as normal, and that of 39-49°C as abnormal.
As shown in Figure 7, the probability that abnormal
temperature is judged as normal and normal temperature is
judged as abnormal did not increase with the transmission
range of single sensor. The reason is that, during information
fusion, ordinary sensors generate different multiple linear
regression models for different observations. The ej between
the observed value and the regression value is independent of
the transmission range of each sensor.

4.4 Information fusion
In the ISM of a DC with a huge data flow, the amount of
data transmission can be reduced by fitting the most amount
of data with the most cost-effective model, thereby reducing
the energy consumption of sensors. To save energy, the
information under LEACH can be fused by the following
multiple linear regression model:

Y = 0 + 1 X1 +  2 X 2

+ K X K + 

where, Y is the estimated position; Xi(i=1, 2, …, n) are the
factors that affect Y; αi(i=1, 2, …, n) are n+1 unknown
regression parameters; ε is the random error term. Suppose the
regression is carried out based on observations (X1j, X2j, …, Xnj,
Yj). Then, error between observation and estimation can be
expressed as:

e j = Y j − Yˆj = Y j − (ˆ0 + ˆ1 X1 j

+ ˆ n X kj )

Then, the regression parameter that minimize the sum of
squares of ej can be found by the least squares (LS) method.
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update is triggered whenever a single sensor and even a cluster
head is undermined. The frequency update protects the safety
of network communication.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper aims to realize real-time, dynamic ISM of the
DC WSN, reduce the amount of data transmission through
data fusion, and save the energy consumed by sensors. For
these purposes, the authors clarified the structure of the DC
WSN for the EIoT, modelled the LEACH WSN, predicted the
possible types of attacks, and optimized the LEACH structure.
Simulation experiment proves that the proposed plan
safeguards the communication between neighboring sensors
and between upper and lower layers, enhances the durability
and effectiveness of network security through real-time key
update, and improves the efficiency of data transmission
through information fusion.

Figure 7. Relationship between error rate and transmission
range of single sensor
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